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Despite the wealth of treatments available for the management of angina pectoris, a significant proportion of patients remain refractory. These patients seem to be survivors, so that an individual with refractory angina may suffer with it for many years; consequently patients with refractory angina pectoris usually require multiple admissions, often to expensive cardiac units. Recently transmyocardial laser revascularisation (TMLR) has enjoyed considerable world wide popularity as a potential treatment strategy. However, the recently published TMLR trial from Papworth Hospital led the investigators to conclude that they cannot advocate the adoption of TMLR for the management of refractory angina. Neurostimulation presents an alternative treatment strategy for which efficacy data continues to grow, although there has not yet been a large randomised controlled trial into its use in the treatment of refractory angina.

This article summarises neurostimulation research to date and reviews the current theories on the mechanisms of action.

Development of neurostimulation for refractory angina

Neurostimulation was developed in response to the gate theory of pain transmission to provide a non-pharmacological method of providing pain relief. Despite initial excitement, the effects were found to be variable. In the case of peripheral vascular disease, neurostimulation in the form of transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) and spinal cord stimulation (SCS) was found to be particularly useful. As well as providing pain relief, neurostimulation also improved microcirculatory blood flow, and led to ischaemic ulcer healing.

In response to the work in peripheral vascular disease, other workers began to look for a similar effect in different ischaemic conditions, with Mannheimer and colleagues first reporting the success of TENS in patients with chronic intractable angina pectoris. They showed that TENS not only reduced patients’ symptoms, but also increased the myocardium’s threshold for ischaemia. The technique was applied clinically only in patients where medical and surgical treatment was failing, as there was concern that “masking” ischaemic symptoms was potentially dangerous—that is, that TENS was removing an important “warning mechanism”.

SCS was first used by Murphy and Giles to treat angina in 1987, after Mannheimer’s work with TENS. Since then both modalities have been researched in a clinical setting with patients suffering from refractory angina pectoris; this work is reviewed below.

Evidence of efficacy

Following Mannheimer’s initial work, there have been many studies investigating the effects of neurostimulation using both TENS and SCS. All studies have suggested an anti-ischaemic effect as assessed on exercise testing, ambulatory ECG, stress echocardiography, and invasive measurement of lactate from coronary sinus blood samples. Patients have also reported significantly fewer angina attacks, with decreased consumption of glyceryl trinitrate when using SCS or TENS (although these cannot be regarded as objective measures of ischaemia, rather a reflection of symptoms). As well as this anti-ischaemic effect, neurostimulation has an apparent benefit even after the period of stimulation. This so-called “carry over” effect was first demonstrated in the context of refractory angina by Sanderson and colleagues. They studied SCS patients using an experimental design which included a control phase, followed by the treatment phase before a second control phase. This second control phase showed a significant improvement over the first, although the greatest effect was still observed during the treatment phase. Whether this effect is real or the result of a confounding factor, such as ischaemic preconditioning is unknown. As yet, there are no trials repeating these protocols in a randomised order. There is additional evidence that neurostimulation might have benefits beyond the period of stimulation from ambulatory ECG data. Sanderson and colleagues and DeJongste and colleagues have shown a decrease in total ischaemic burden with SCS over a 48 hour control period; this occurs with stimulation for one hour three times per day. In the interim, ischaemia appears to be prevented. In clinical practice, there is anecdotal evidence to provide support that routine use of the device leads to a decrease in angina attacks throughout the day. This therapeutic efficacy is reflected in a reduction in acute admissions, which has been observed over a period of years. However, the concern that neurostimulation may be dangerous is not borne out; it does not conceal myocardial infarction or unstable angina, and there is no evidence of proarrhythmia during ambulatory ECG.
Mechanisms of action
At present the exact mechanism of action of neurostimulation is not known. All of the following mechanisms have been invoked, and it is possible that more than one of them is responsible for the results of neurostimulation.

PLACEBO EFFECT
The placebo response is the psychological effect any form of intervention has upon a patient which is unrelated to its physiological action. A placebo treatment is primarily physiologically inert. This effect is estimated to contribute up to 30–40% of the initial benefit of any medical treatment, but these effects diminish with time, so that any placebo effect is negligible after 2–3 months.4 There are particular problems in clinical trials with neurostimulation with regard to controlling for placebo effects; as yet there is no satisfactory method for using a placebo control. Both TENS and SCS produce a characteristic paraesthesia in the area of stimulation, which the patient is plainly aware of. The most acceptable placebo control method to date is the use of "sham TENS"; this involves the use of a TENS unit attached to the patient via an oscilloscope, which is in clear view of the patient. The device also has a light that signifies it is active. When the unit is switched on, the light comes on and a wave form appears upon the oscilloscope which can be clearly seen by the patient. However, no current is ever delivered to the patient. This method controls for the effect of using the device as treatment, but cannot allow for the effect of feeling stimulation. The use of sham TENS is therefore only of value in single sitting experiments using volunteers naive to neurostimulation. However, in clinical trials in which a crossover protocol is most often used, owing to the relatively small number of study patients available, it seems likely that the patient will quickly differentiate between placebo and treatment.

Another method of controlling for placebo effect with SCS was employed by Hautvast and colleagues.8 They used a prospective, randomised trial in which subjects were randomised to treatment or control groups. Both the treatment and control groups had SCS units implanted at the start of the study, but the controls did not have the units activated until after six weeks. In other words, one group was implanted with "sham SCS" for six weeks. Thus these researchers evaluated the placebo response of the implantation procedure itself. Their results showed a significant response in the active SCS group as compared to the sham SCS group, with improvements in ischaemic parameters on treadmill testing and ambulatory ECG, decreased angina attacks, glyceryl trinitrate consumption, and an improvement in quality of life.

While the placebo response can have profound effects on a patient’s wellbeing, it is thought that the effect cannot influence ischaemia upon objective assessment.11 Measures such as glyceryl trinitrate consumption, number of angina attacks, and maximal exercise times on exercise testing are not wholly objective. However, objective assessments have been made using ST segment analysis during exercise, stress echocardiography, and invasive measurements of coronary sinus lactate concentrations. It is extremely unlikely that the placebo effect could account for these results. Khurmi and colleagues reported that placebos do not influence objective measures of ischaemia, such as ST segment changes.13 Furthermore, in our clinical experience in this centre patients implanted up to 10 years previously still derive benefit from their neurostimulators,1 which is notably longer than the anticipated duration of any placebo effect.

PRIMARY ANTIINOCICEPTIVE EFFECT
TENS and SCS were created in response to the gate theory of pain. Their primary action was to mask pain by producing a counterstimulation, and it is this notion which has led to resistance by many clinicians to use neurostimulation in angina pectoris. However, the historical development of their use in angina arose from the observed anti-ischaemic effects in peripheral vascular disease. Despite this, further scepticism grew from the work by Chandler and colleagues in 1993.3 This group looked at the effects of neurostimulation on the spinal pathways and central nervous systems of monkeys. Specifically they measured extracellular potentials in spinothalamic tract neurones in response to experimentally produced painful stimuli (intracardiac injections of bradykinin) with and without concurrent SCS. The SCS parameters were similar to those used by Mannheimer and colleagues.14 They found that SCS could indeed block transmission of painful stimuli, and concluded that SCS could deprive patients "of an important warning signal". However, the group makes no attempt to consider the evidence for an anti-ischaemic effect, despite citing the work in the introduction to this study. Indeed their report implicitly suggests that the mechanism they describe accounts for the whole effect of SCS as observed in clinical practice.

In considering the relation between pain and ischaemia in angina, it becomes clear that the two are closely associated. Myocardial ischaemia involves a "vicious circle" as pain and distress lead to both a general and segmental increase of sympathetic nervous activity, producing further myocardial oxygen demand.21 Indeed psychological distress in itself is known to be able to initiate an attack of angina pectoris. Thus, by simply alleviating pain could it be possible to break this circle and produce a reduction in ischaemia? The ambulatory ECG studies from Sanderson and colleagues15 and DeJongste and colleagues have confirmed that neurostimulation is not only associated with a decrease in angina attacks, but also a fall in total ischaemic burden. These studies have also shown a decrease in attacks in between periods of stimulation, suggesting that the effect persists longer than the period of active stimulation. Also, if we look again at Mannheimer’s invasive work using coronary sinus sampling, we see not a masking of symptoms, but a shift in the ischaemic threshold, with symptoms appearing as before, but at a
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higher level of exertion and corresponding with lactate production.24

While the relief of pain during an angina attack is likely to be important in resolving ongoing ischaemia, it is unlikely that this mechanism is the single mode of action of TENS and SCS.

ROLE OF ENDOGENOUS OPIATES

Experimental work from Mannheimer’s team has suggested that the heart is capable of producing endogenous opioids, and there has been recent interest in β endorphin, which may be released during SCS in angina.22 This study looked at concentrations of β endorphin during control right atrial pacing, followed by right atrial pacing during SCS; individuals demonstrated varied results, although the group did show a mean increase in β endorphin release during SCS. Once again, the study was non-randomised. The authors suggest that the opioids may act by antagonising sympathetic stimulation, so reducing contractility and hence oxygen consumption. However, these results must be interpreted cautiously. Firstly, the same group found that naloxone did not antagonise the beneficial effects of neurostimulation in a similar stress pacing protocol.25 Furthermore, β endorphin concentrations have been linked to silent ischaemia, and not abolition of ischaemia.24 Certainly, opiates are widely used to treat acute ischaemic pain, and there is a reported case of using continuous intrathecal opiate to treat refractory angina.25 Whether pain relief is able to produce a decrease in myocardial oxygen consumption is not clear, although it is feasible.

INCREASE IN CORONARY FLOW

Work in peripheral vascular disease has shown that neurostimulation leads to an increase in oxygen delivery at the microcirculatory level.4 Could a similar mechanism be present in the heart? In 1994 Chauhan and colleagues examined the effects of TENS upon coronary flow within three groups of patients: chronic angina sufferers with a single diseased vessel; syndrome X patients; and cardiac transplant patients.26 They examined coronary flow using an intravascular Doppler catheter sited in a normal coronary artery. Their results showed that TENS produced an increase in flow at rest in both the angina and syndrome X patients, but not in the transplant group, which suggested a neurally mediated action of TENS. However, this study examined the effects of TENS at rest in normal coronary arteries. Repeat studies on syndrome X patients by Sanderson and colleagues27 and angina sufferers by DeJongste and colleagues28 have failed to show an increase in flow; indeed, in diseased vessels flow rates remain the same or actually fall with TENS.

We must also consider the effect of an increase in flow at rest; coronary flow is proportionally related to oxygen consumption,29 and we could therefore interpret any flow increase at rest to be caused by increased oxygen demand. Conversely, the fall in coronary flow observed could represent a reduction in oxygen demand, although this effect did not achieve significance. Finally, positron emission tomography (PET) studies by Hautvaust and colleagues30 and DeLandsheere and colleagues31 did not show an increase in myocardial flow with SCS. It is therefore unlikely that neurostimulation works through this mechanism.

ANTISYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM EFFECT

Mannheimer’s group have long held the view that neurostimulation acts similarly to β adrenoreceptor blocking drugs, leading to decreased oxygen consumption, and reflected by a fall in rate–pressure product. Several investigators have shown a modest fall in systemic systolic pressures during TENS and SCS.32 33 There is also a correlation with the surgical option of cervical sympathectomy in intractable angina; this too has shown to increase ischaemic threshold, and not simply mask pain.34 Finally, SCS treatment in peripheral vascular disease has been shown to achieve its beneficial vasomotor effects via an antisympathetic mechanism. Thus the antisympathetic mechanism of action was an attractive theory with regard to angina treatment. Sanderson and colleagues used TENS in healthy volunteers and performed standard autonomic reflex tests in an attempt to establish a link between TENS and an antisympathetic mode of action.35 The results showed only a minor antisympathetic response, and the individual results of the volunteers were inconsistent (suggesting the possibility that some volunteers were “responders” and others “non-responders” who actually increase sympathetic tone in response to TENS).

Mannheimer’s group has recently published data using noradrenaline (norepinephrine) spillover techniques in order to evaluate both myocardial and overall sympathetic tone in angina patients with SCS implants.36 The results indicated that there was little effect from SCS in reducing cardiac sympathetic activity, although overall sympathetic activity was decreased. This could be secondary to a reduction in ischaemia, and hence angina, rather than a primary event—that is, it could reflect a break in the “vicious cycle” from obtaining analgesia. However, they could not provide evidence of a direct antisympathetic effect upon the myocardium, although it is possible that the technique used is not sensitive enough to detect subtle changes.

RE Redistribution of MYOCARDIAL BLOOD FLOW

The results on angina in response to neurostimulation are similar to those for the effect of theophyllines in angina treatment; ischaemic threshold is increased without increasing coronary flow, or even decreasing it by reducing myocardial oxygen consumption.37 38 Theophylline is thought to act by blocking adenosine mediated intramural steal and subendocardial steal phenomena. Thus, it has been suggested that blood is redistributed from non-ischaemic areas to ischaemic ones, leading to the term “Robin Hood effect”. PET studies from Hautvaust and colleagues have suggested that SCS may lead to a “homogenisation” of flow throughout the myocardium without actually...
increasing net peak flows at exercise.¹⁰ Thus SCS may also be acting as an adenosine antagonist. Indeed, Hautvast and colleagues used dipyridamole (which potentiates endogenous adenosine) in their PET protocol, and make the comment that SCS appears to attenuate its effect.¹⁰ Furthermore, a study of the effects of SCS on left ventricular function during stress echocardiography, which used adenosine as a pharmacological stressor, reported that SCS was associated with tolerance of higher adenosine concentrations infused.¹¹ Thus neurostimulation could produce the “Robin Hood effect” to achieve its benefits by attenuating the effects of adenosine. This “redistribution mechanism” could result in a fundamental difference in response between sufferers of chronic stable angina and those with refractory angina, which predisposes them to a more beneficial response to SCS owing to the increased incidence of collateral coronary vessels. The incidence of collaterals in the coronary circulation is higher in those with more severe disease, and their development is not related to exercise or training;¹² it is also known that collateral vessels are much more sensitive to adenosine mediated steal phenomena, and so in patients with refractory angina any adenosine blocking effect of SCS might be particularly important.¹³ By the same virtue, one might not expect to find a benefit with neurostimulation in patients without out collaterals.

Summary
Neurostimulation is a safe and effective treatment for refractory angina pectoris, which appears to decrease myocardial ischaemia without masking symptoms, as shown by both clinical and experimental research. However, a large scale, multicentre randomised controlled trial is now necessary so that the effects of neurostimulation can be rigorously tested.